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1. Agenda Bashing
   5 min - All
2. WG Progress
   30 min - WG Chairs & Document Editors
3. FLUTE/ALC/LCT "EXT_FTI" Issue?
   10 min - Document authors
   15 min - Brian Adamson
5. "TESLA for ALC/NORM"
   - draft-ietf-msec-tesla-for-alc-norm-06
   15 min - Vincent Roca
6. "Simple Authentication for ALC/NORM”
   - draft-ietf-rmt-simple-auth-for-alc-norm-00
   15 min - Vincent Roca
7. "FCAST Discussion” - draft-roca-rmt-newfcast-03
   5 min – Vincent Roca
8. Open Discussion, Related Work & Announcements
   25 min - All
Document Status

• PENDING PUBLICATION
  – draft-ietf-rmt-bb-norm-revised as RFC 5401 (pending full author concurrence)
  – draft-ietf-rmt-bb-fec-rs (pending "FEC Basic Schemes")

• SUBMITTED FOR PUBLICATION:
  – draft-ietf-rmt-bb-fec-basic-schemes-revised (in final IESG review)
  – draft-ietf-rmt-pi-norm-revised-07 (AD review)

• PENDING SUBMISSION:
  – draft-ietf-rmt-bb-lct-revised-07

• UPDATED DRAFTS:
  – draft-ietf-rmt-pi-alc-revised-06 (ready for WGLC?)
  – draft-ietf-rmt-flute-revised-06 (ready for WGLC?)
  – draft-ietf-rmt-simple-auth-for-alc-norm-00
  – draft-ietf-rmt-sec-discussion-03
  – draft-roca-rmt-newfcast-03